Sherman M4 Medium Tank

Kohs & Company testing sample

The first in a new limited edition series of 1:48 scale hand fabricated brass
military models, our ‘Sherman’ M4 medium tank is our premiere release.
Designed and built from original U.S. Military blueprints and to the same
standards that our O scale railroad models have become known for, this
edition promises to set a new standard in military modeling. Our focus is
on capturing in miniature equipment that played a significant role in world
history regardless of nationality.
As we evaluated our initial concept for doing military models in O scale,
we set forth initial benchmarks to be achieved before pushing forward with
our overall development plans. A full list of features is shown below, but
the most important benchmark/feature that had to be accomplished was the
production of fully functional scale ‘live’ track in metal. Shown at the right
is the first sample of our miniature track compared for size to a U.S. ten
cent piece. One set of tracks requires the assembly of approximately 780
individual parts. With this feature in hand we felt confident that our goals
outlined at the outset could be attained.
Our development now continues and we are planning the next releases in
this series. There will certainly be a number of ‘Sherman’ variants produced, both ‘as-built’ and in full theater dress. Very special editions are
planned to commemorate the service and valor of those tank commanders
that were considered ‘Aces’ much the same as elite aviators were.

For futher information please contact us by the means listed below:

Model Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Functional Brass ‘live’ Track
Working Suspension
Opening Hatches & Compartments
Rotating Turret
Aimable Canon
Aimable Machinegun
Natural Brass Finish or Painted
Historically accurate Markings
Limited Edition and Serialized
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